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The opening ceremony, which was held on the first day of the Great Works, took place at 1:50 p.m. at the 

main hall of the Cheonseong Wanglim Palace. Korean Workshop Department Director Woon-seong Yang 

hosted this event, and an orientation and a special video screening of the Great Works were streamed 

prior to the main event. 

 

The Opening Announcement was greeted with a big round of applause, signaling the start of the main 

event. Heavenly Europe and the Middle East Branch Training Center President In-pyo Moon offered a 

representative prayer and there was a pre-recorded video screening of President Gi-seong Lee's opening 

message. On the second day (Oct. 25), a 20-minute re-edited video of President Gi-seong Lee's message 

at the opening ceremony with Japanese subtitles was presented as a special message after the Ancestor 

Liberation Ceremony. 

 

 
 



 

 

 
 

Under the theme of "CheonBo Registration and the Age of Cheonshim Won," President Gi-seong Lee 

reminded us what an inspiring experience the Grand CheonBo Festival had been, and he explained the 

significance of the festival. He also delivered the essence of True Mother's message from the victory 

celebration, and emphasized the mission and responsibility of Cheonshim Won. The mission of 

Cheonshim Won is very important. True Parents have brought victory over Satan and found the place to 

establish HJ Cheonwon, the original homeland. What is needed next is a sanctuary where Adam and Eve 

can pursue questions and answers with their Heavenly Parent. That is the role and mission of Cheonshim 

Won. At the victory celebration, True Mother elaborated on the mission of Cheonshim Won, saying "In 

order to firmly establish the tradition of the providence, I have called forward the third generation. While 

I am still here on the earth, I will create an entire environment that connects organically like free-flowing 

water. To that end, I hope President Gi-seong Lee will take full responsibility for planning Cheonshim 

Won as a place to cultivate pure water and talented individuals who can relate to the pure shimjeong of 

heaven. The most important thing that we must accomplish to secure the future is "A unified world 

through one family of humanity under Heavenly Parent," which means we must ensure that evil spirits 

cannot invade us." 

 

President Lee concluded his message by saying, "True Mother opened the era of Heavenly Parent's Holy 

Community this year, the year of True Parents' Centenary and 60th Holy Wedding Anniversary, and the 

8th Anniversary of True Father's Holy Ascension. Through all the events we have conducted, we have 

achieved victory. True Parents finally established the foundation for us to become completed Cheon Il 

Guk citizen by registering our names into the heavenly genealogy as CheonBo families. It is obvious that 

the authority of the subject partner position in the spirit world is working through us, so there will be 

more amazing heavenly works when each of you offer jeongseong to Heaven during this Autumn Great 

Works." 

 

 

 


